Eliminate Chemical Spills & Environmental Contamination

US Chemical Storage has been committed to environmental safety, while keeping people and facilities compliant. We offer a wide range of chemical storage buildings to meet the most specific chemical storage application. US Chemical Storage buildings meet EPA, OSHA, NFPA, IBC, IFC regulations and FM approvals or Warnock Hersey standards.

Spill Prevention & Protection

Chemical storage buildings, depending on your storage application, by US Chemical Storage come equipped with a built-in, EPA compliant spill containment sump. This allows hazardous chemical spills to be contained in the event of a chemical spill, leak or accident—thereby eliminating groundwater contamination. Customized buildings are designed and manufactured by professional engineers and FM Approved to offer the safest and most reliable storage unit available.

US Chemical Storage offers a wide variety of chemical storage accessories including spill containment shelving, gas detectors, liquid level sensors, mechanical ventilation, fire suppression systems and explosion proof and non-explosion proof accessories for keeping people, facilities and the environment safe.

Call 800-233-1480 or visit uschemicalstorage.com to learn more about our chemical storage building applications and how our compliant chemical storage solutions can provide your operations with a safe storage environment.